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Securing the Next Biometric 
Vulnerabilities of DNA-based Identity Verification Systems 
 

DNA is a biometric identifier that may be used for instantaneous identification within the next 

decade. This technology has three major vulnerabilities: sale of private data from commercial 

genetic analysis, spoofing based on DNA synthesis capabilities, and introduction of DNA-based 

malware. Current legislation inadequately safeguards US citizens’ genetic information. 

Inexpensive DNA synthesis will enable spoofing by non-state actors. Further, open-access 

publications will accelerate the proliferation of malware design and production capabilities. To 

maintain the viability of DNA-based biometric security, policymakers will need to better protect 

US persons’ genetic information and review publication of sensitive biotechnology research. 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

DNA will be the next biometric identifier,1 replacing fingerprints and retina scans, with 

applications ranging from immigration and border security to facility security and rapid personnel 

identification.2 In the next decade, improving DNA sequencing technologies will enable timely 

DNA-based identity verification at sites critical to national security. Perceived to be “impossible 

to spoof,”3 on-site DNA sequencing may verify identities in near real time—in minutes or even 

seconds.  

 

While current US government research focuses on the feasibility and implementation of a DNA-

based identity verification system (DIVS), three significant vulnerabilities threaten the future role 

of DNA as a real-time identifier.4 Sequencing of US persons’ DNA by private corporations and 

sale of this genetic data to unknown end users has disseminated personally identifying information. 

Exploitation of these sequences may allow spoofing attacks—that is, false presentation of one 

individual’s genetic sequence by another individual in order to trick a DIVS. Lastly, any network 

connected to a DIVS may also become susceptible to attack by malware encoded by synthetic 

DNA.5  

  

Current US policy inadequately protects citizens’ genetic security. US policy allows unrestricted 

sale of private genetic data, endangering future DIVS security, while the scientific community 

openly publishes information allowing the design and synthesis of DNA-encoded malware. In 

order to protect the opportunity to adopt DNA-based authentication, the United States must better 

secure US persons’ genetic information and review publication of DNA-based network exploits, 

while monitoring the accessibility of DNA synthesis technologies.  
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DNA as the Next Biometric Authenticator  
 

Global interest in biometric security is rising.6 Advancing beyond badges and PINs, biometric 

identifiers such as fingerprints, iris, or retina scans have become nearly ubiquitous even for 

everyday applications such as unlocking a smartphone or laptop.7  At the same time, biometric 

identifiers are growing more popular for border security and industrial applications.8 Fingerprints 

are linked to visas in the European Union and biometrics secure sensitive laboratory and nuclear 

facilities.9  

 

Current real-time biometrics, such as fingerprints and iris scans, are not perfect identifiers. Some 

biometrics are shared among twins, family members, or even unrelated individuals.10 Reports of 

twins being able to represent each other based on fingerprints and iris scans, as well as unrelated 

coworkers being able to open a single phone based on facial recognition technology, have eroded 

confidence in existing biometric security features. Growing concerns about the security of existing 

biometrics will likely accelerate a move towards DNA-based identity verification systems once 

feasible in near real time. 

 

 

From Fingerprints to DNA 

 

DNA may replace traditional biometric identifiers, allowing differentiation even between 

“identical” twins based on minute differences in genetic sequence.11 DNA will likely become a 

feasible authenticator within the next decade, as scientists achieve accurate, near-instantaneous 

sequencing.12 Decreasing cost and increasing speed of DNA sequencing, in tandem, enable a 

probable future where DNA will be used as an effective biometric authenticator. 

  

 Cheaper sequencing will increase the appeal of DNA as a biometric identifier. In 1990, the 

Human Genome Project was started with a projected budget of roughly $3 billion. Today, 

sequencing any specific individual’s genome costs less than $1,000, and is projected to fall 

below $100 in the next few years.13  

 

 Faster sequencing will allow DNA to be a feasible near-real-time biometric identifier. Not 

only was the Human Genome Project costly, it was also lengthy: the project required DNA 

samples from more than eleven individuals, involved more than 250 global researchers and 

countless lab technicians, and produced a draft of the first consensus genome sequence 

after over a decade of dedicated effort.14 Sequencing a complete human genome in January 

2017 required only one hour on a high-end sequencer, and that time will continue to fall.15   

 

Improvement in sequencing technologies is largely independent of interest in security applications, 

and is pursued by scientists who seek to maximize the use of genetic information for medical 

applications. These improvements will, however, also render DNA-based biometric identification 

feasible in near real time. Notably, one field-ready tool has already been developed to take 

advantage of DNA as a perfect biometric identifier. DNA sequencing kits used by US Special 

Forces are able to reach an ID within 90 minutes, demonstrating the potential for DNA to serve as 

a first-line authenticator in the near future.16.  
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The Road to DNA-based Identification 

 

A state-level reference DNA database is a prerequisite for implementing DIVS; however, DNA 

collection has led to privacy challenges. Additionally, state-level collection on legal grounds may 

enable targeting of ethnic or political dissidents. Finally, state-level DNA databases not only offer 

an indicator of state potential to implement DIVS, but also reveal the state’s technological and 

scientific capacity to exploit the vulnerabilities of US DNA-based biometric security. 

 

 DNA collection for non-instantaneous identification. DNA databases allow identification 

of individuals, with a time delay of at least 90 minutes. Some states, such as Saudi Arabia, 

have linked DNA samples to national biometric ID databases, allowing the government to 

better track and verify the identities of immigrants or residents.17 Additionally, many states 

have DNA databases that cover only a portion of the population for the purpose of post-

mortem identification (as with the US military18) or state-wide databases for the same 

purpose (e.g. Kuwait).19 

 

These databases may face legal challenges on privacy grounds. Kuwait’s national DNA 

database was established following an attack on a mosque by ISIS-affiliated extremists in 

2015.20 In 2017, challenges on privacy grounds were upheld by Kuwait’s Supreme Court 

and DNA sample collection will not continue, although whether existing samples will be 

preserved and analyzed in the wake of this ruling is not yet known.21  

 

 DNA information from legal proceedings. Forensic databases with genetic collection on 

suspected or arrested criminals exist in 64 countries, including the United States,22 the 

UK,23 Russia,24 and China.25 The criteria for DNA collection vary, with some countries 

requiring that the accused citizen be found guilty and serve some part of their sentence 

while others allow DNA collection of suspects in any investigation. 26 

 

In particular, the compilation of DNA samples from political and ethnic dissidents may 

warrant heightened scrutiny. In China, DNA collection restricted to minority ethnic groups 

has raised concerns.27 Potential implications may include ethnic targeting, as wide-ranging 

DNA collection combined with computational genome processing and medical research 

into ethnic DNA markers allow fine-tuned identification of ethnic make-up.28 

Speculatively, bioweapons may be tuned to an individual’s DNA or to more general ethnic 

DNA markers.29   

 

 DNA sequencing for medical applications. Precision Medicine Initiatives (PMIs) are 

efforts to collect high-quality, comprehensive genetic information on more than one 

million individuals. Such initiatives require extensive investment into genetic sequencing 

technologies, many of which are designed by US-based companies. Recently, US-China 

competition has expanded into biotechnology, as both countries are pursing PMIs that have 

accelerated the development of their genetic analysis infrastructures.30  

 

Thus far, the preponderance of genetic analysis has directly or indirectly relied on US 

companies for sequencing technologies or data analysis.31 Investment into entirely 

independent sequencing technologies by other countries challenges the United States’ 
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technological advantage in this field, posing a dual-use threat.32 Capacity-building will not 

only allow countries to implement DNA-based identity verification systems, but will also 

position them to exploit its vulnerabilities.  

 

State-level DNA collection serves as an indicator of an emerging capacity to exploit the 

vulnerabilities of DNA-based identity verification systems (DIVS).  While sequencing and other 

genetic analysis technologies have legitimate medical and legal applications, their dual-use nature 

may warrant additional scrutiny when in the hands of potential US adversaries.33  

 

 

 

Vulnerabilities of DNA-based Identity Verification Systems 
 

“A Chinese company, Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), is the world’s largest genetic 

research center… and [it] has sequenced the genomes of millions of Americans.” 

 
– Paul Scharre, in testimony to the House Armed Services Committee, 201834 

 

Despite confidence in DNA as an ideal authenticator, the capacity to develop workarounds or 

otherwise exploit future DNA-based identity verification systems (DIVS) poses a threat to US 

security. The United States faces three key vulnerabilities that will jeopardize the security of DIVS: 

distributed genetic information may be exploited by potential adversaries, synthetic DNA may 

allow DIVS spoofing, and DNA-based malware may threaten DIVS-associated networks.  

 

 

Commercialization of Genetic Information 

 

Private companies offering genetic analysis services batch, de-identify, and ultimately sell genetic 

data to third parties. This largely unregulated distribution of uniquely-identifying genetic 

information threatens future opportunities for the United States to pursue DNA-based biometric 

security.  

 

Commercial kits to collect and analyze DNA samples for ancestry information and medical 

outcomes have been widely popularized in the United States. The breadth of the consumer base, 

the diverse interests of users, and the relative accessibility of these kits have allowed private 

companies to capture genetic data on a significant portion of the US population.35  

 

While the consumer retains a copy of their genetic information, the genetic data collected through 

these commercial offerings is even more valuable to the company.36 Businesses compile hundreds 

or thousands of genomes into one dataset, strip the consumers’ names from the data, and sell these 

datasets to unknown end users who may include health insurance companies or even foreign 

actors.37 

 

Although nominally de-identified, the genetic sequences in these datasets are still personal 

identifiers. The consumer’s name is not attached to the DNA sequence, but the sequence is still 

unique to a single individual. In research scenarios, de-identified genomes have successfully been 
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traced back to the individuals to whom they belong.38 Forensic analysis also demonstrates the ease 

of re-identification given an anonymized DNA sample.39 Varying levels of sequencing coverage 

may allow for DNA-based identification:  

 

 Forensics methods allow DNA identification but cannot guarantee perfectly confident 

identification. Forensics databases use short tandem repeats (STR) to identify individuals. 

These repeated sequences are copied with low fidelity by DNA replication machinery in 

vivo, resulting in near-unique patterns of STRs across several different sites of any 

individual’s genome.40  

 

 Sequencing the full genome guarantees individualized identification. The STR pattern of 

an individual, though typically unique, may be shared among close relatives or twins. 

Among identical twins, only whole-genome sequencing (WGS), which allows comparison 

of the entire genome between the two individuals, allows unique identity verification.41 

STR sequencing alongside computational analysis may allow stronger identification, 

however, potentially accelerating the implementation of DIVS.42 

 

The only rapid DNA-based biometric ID system in use relies on the STR model and has a 

sequencing time of 90 minutes. It is likely that the decision to use STR identification was 

driven both by having an existing forensic database of targets and by the relatively 

accelerated sequencing timeline. In the future, DIVS relying on sequencing the entire 

genome may be preferred for a heightened security guarantee. 

 

Commercial sale of genetic data disproportionately threatens US implementation of DIVS, as the 

majority of individuals seeking commercial genetic analysis services are US citizens.43 

Additionally, Chinese sequencing of US citizens’ genomes has widened the set of individuals with 

access to US genetic information beyond US businesses to foreign consumers.44 US persons’ 

genetic information is being disseminated before DIVS becomes feasible and may then be used to 

spoof DNA-based biometric security.  

 

 

Synthesis and Spoofing 

 

Current trends in DNA synthesis technology will enable spoofing of a DNA-based identity 

verification system (DIVS). Spoofing is defined as the presentation of a false identity to any 

authentication system. In the case of a DIVS, spoofing would take the form of one individual using 

another’s DNA sequence. DNA synthesis technology may allow actors with knowledge of the 

DNA sequence required for authentication to spoof the system using synthetic DNA.  

 

Made-to-order, biologically active synthetic DNA constructs are presently limited in practice to 

approximately 6,000 base pairs: a fraction of the human genome, which measures 3.2 billion base 

pairs.45 DNA synthesis, however, is sharply decreasing in cost and increasing in accessibility.46 

Two main factors will determine whether the capability for DIVS spoofing will be restricted to 

state actors or extend to non-state actors:  
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 Length of authenticating DNA sequence. STR-based identity verification will rely on the 

presence of a few dozen short sequences of DNA that are more easily synthesized and 

obtained commercially. STR sequences may be spoofed using existing technologies, as 

spoofing genome STRs would require only a mix of shorter synthetic stretches that may be 

within the price range of a non-state actor. STRs are among the most difficult regions of 

the human genome to synthesize accurately, however, which may increase the resilience 

of STR-based DIVS to this vulnerability.  

 

 Limitations on DNA synthesis. While synthesis length is restricted by technological limits, 

WGS-based DIVS will be less easily spoofed by synthetic DNA compared to an STR-

based DIVS. The required scientific knowledge and instrumentation to assemble a genome 

ordered in multiple pieces will be higher.  

 

Current synthesis technologies barely enable whole-genome synthesis of small genomes: 

less than 10,000 base pairs.47 Assembling a complete human genome will be 

technologically demanding even for state actors, and most likely impossible for a non-state 

actor.48  

 

 

Fundamentally, the capacity to create synthetic DNA from a digital sequence creates a 

vulnerability for DIVS, although exploiting this vulnerability will require significant scientific 

expertise and technological advancement. Technological limits on synthesizing full human 

genomes will persist for some time after DIVS is enabled by sequencing advances, allowing 

policymakers to better assess the threat from non-state actors. 

 

 

DNA Malware 

 

DNA malware, a network attack encoded by synthetic DNA, has been explored to a limited degree 

by a single lab at the University of Washington. A proof-of-concept paper published in August 

2017 establishes that synthetic DNA sequences, in conjunction with poor network hygiene, can 

allow a remote actor access to a secure network.49  

 

DIVS on portable systems used in the field may be particularly vulnerable to such exploits if 

separated from the individual to whom the system was issued, as DNA malware would allow 

access to the system’s secure network while bypassing user authentication. This vulnerability may 

be exploited by states with resources in both cyberspace and biotechnology. Non-state actors may 

also be able to take advantage of this vulnerability if current publication and policy practices are 

maintained.  

 

 

DIVS Vulnerabilities in Summary  

 

The United States has three significant vulnerabilities that undermine the security of future DIVS. 

First, commercial sale of US persons’ genetic information leads to the dissemination of US 

persons’ DNA sequences that may, in conjunction with other public data such as genealogies, be 
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re-identified by potential adversaries. This re-identified sequence, paired with DNA synthesis 

technologies, can be used to spoof a DIVS by presenting synthetic DNA. Finally, open publication 

of malware design alongside commercial access to DNA synthesis options will allow DIVS to be 

a point of entry for DNA malware to attack a secure network. The diagram below summarizes 

these vulnerabilities:  

 

Figure 1. Summary of DIVS vulnerabilities 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Current US Policy and Research Practices  
 

Existing US federal policy regarding genetic data focuses on the medical implications of 

sequencing, but does not consider future security applications—though some US state laws offer 

stronger protections from a personal privacy standpoint. Current US policy and research practices 

may accelerate the failure of DIVS for the following reasons: 

 

 US policies overlook security implications of genetic collection for DIVS implementation. 

Policies at the federal and state levels address privacy concerns surrounding the collection 

and retention of genetic information. The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, 

passed in 2008, prohibits discrimination in insurance decisions on the basis of 

predispositions to disease discovered through genetic analysis for medical applications. 
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Similarly, the most recent National Defense Authorization Act considers genomics only in 

a medical context.50    

 

At the state level, Texas, Illinois, and Washington have passed laws prohibiting the 

retention of biometric information on private individuals, including information derived 

from commercial DNA analysis. These state laws—although driven by privacy concerns 

rather than security threats—may better protect genetic information and serve as a model 

for future federal policy.  

 

 Previous US inaction following major national security leaks magnifies existing DIVS 

vulnerabilities. Compiling de-identified genetic data with previously publicized 

information about US national security employees could rapidly accelerate the failure of 

DIVS by allowing more effective re-identification of DNA sequences. Information 

regarding US national security personnel was extensively compromised in a 2015 hack of 

the federal Office of Personnel Management.51 More broadly, US citizens’ social security 

and credit information was leaked in 2017 when Equifax was breached.52 Both hacks have 

been tentatively attributed to Chinese or Chinese-sponsored actors, demonstrating that 

potential adversaries may collect sensitive information on US persons.53  

 

Knowledge of an individual’s health history will also accelerate the process of matching 

DNA sequences to their originators, based on DNA markers that indicate specific medical 

outcomes. Wide-scale breaches of health information on US persons have occurred with 

great regularity as the use of digitized health records has become the norm.54 One 

projection estimates that every patient in the United States will have had their health 

records leaked by the year 2024.55 The relative insecurity of health records thus intensifies 

genetic insecurity in the United States.  

 

 Current US research into DNA-based malware is published with no review for national 

security applications, publicizing a DIVS vulnerability. While research into DNA malware 

is presently undertaken by US institutions and close allies, open publication accelerates the 

pace with which other actors may exploit US vulnerabilities.56 Safeguards cover research 

into other dual-use biotechnology, but DNA malware is not yet designated as a dual-use 

concern.  

 

 

Commercial collection of genetic information, inaction following information leaks, and open 

publication of sensitive research allow the creation of vulnerabilities even prior to the successful 

implementation of DNA-based identity verification systems (DIVS). Changes to US policy and 

research practices are required to preserve the opportunity for future US use of DIVS. 

 

 

 

Protecting Future Implementation of DIVS 
 

To protect future implementation of DIVS, US policy and research practices must address key 

vulnerabilities now. Unrestricted sale of US persons’ genetic information, commercial access to 
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synthesis technologies, and DNA malware publications must all be monitored or curtailed if DIVS 

will be used in sensitive facility or network security.   

 

In order to pursue a DNA-based identity verification system in the future, US policy must more 

stringently monitor current data sales. Restrictive US state laws that prohibit the retention or sale 

of privately collected genetic information—such as those in Texas, Illinois, and Washington—

may serve as a model for federal policy, keeping US citizens’ genetic data more secure. 

Specifically, policy designed to reduce US citizens’ vulnerability to foreign information gathering 

via the sale of genetic data may strengthen the future potential of DIVS.  

 

Expansion of the existing protocols to identify pathogenic sequences in synthetic DNA requests 

may allow detection of commercial synthetic DNA intended to spoof a DIVS. While such 

expansion will not rule out state capacity to synthesize either synthetic genomic DNA or DNA 

malware, it may reduce the ability of non-state actors to acquire these technologies.57  

 

Additional review of sensitive biotechnological topics, such as the development of DNA malware, 

will better secure networks against DIVS as a weak point of entry. While a proof-of-concept paper 

on DNA malware has already been published by an academic institution, the vulnerabilities it 

identifies could be patched before DIVS is implemented. Future research into DNA malware must 

be reviewed before publication in order to avoid advertising vulnerabilities to potential adversaries. 

Some dual-use biological research is already reviewed by the National Science Advisory Board 

for Biosecurity, whose purview could be expanded to include publications on DNA malware 

design and synthesis.58 

 

Finally, the United States must monitor the accessibility and cost of synthesis technologies in order 

to assess whether non-state actors have spoofing and malware capabilities. While DNA malware 

design and DIVS spoofing presently require the resources of a state actor, given current trends, 

cheap synthesis and open-source publication will eventually allow non-state actors to exploit these 

vulnerabilities. At that point, the United States may undertake a strategic reevaluation of future 

DIVS usage. The United States must also monitor states researching medical genomics to assess 

whether potential adversaries have a homegrown technological or scientific capacity to exploit US 

DIVS vulnerabilities.  

 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

DNA-based identity verification systems (DIVS) have the potential to be the biometric security 

systems of the future, offering perfect, one-to-one rapid identification of individuals to 

authenticators. Current US policies and research practices, however, are creating vulnerabilities 

for the United States before DIVS is ready for implementation.  

 

Commercial sale of US persons’ genetic information is currently unrestricted, and pairing genetic 

information available on the open market with personal information from data breaches or hacks 

will allow re-identification of DNA sequences. Subsequently, artificial synthesis of DNA 

sequences will enable both spoofing of a DIVS and the injection of DNA malware into a secure 
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network. Without adequate protection of US citizens’ genetic and personal information, and with 

continued open publication on sensitive topics including DNA malware design and synthesis, US 

implementation of DIVS will fail.  
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